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About This Game

Atomic Reconstruction is a atmospheric Puzzle game, where you have to use the power of fusion and fission to create and
modify specific atoms or groups of atoms.

Combine and split atoms on varying playgrounds by mass and work your way up to the desired Atom, the fewer steps you need,
the better.

Experience 33 unique challenges in the atmospheric world of chemistry.

Compare your skill with other players on the online highscore.
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Title: Atomic Reconstruction
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Teawork Dev
Publisher:
Teawork Dev
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 1,8GHz

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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atomic structure reconstruction. atomic reconstruction 意味. atomic reconstruction. atomic reconstruction chemistry.
reconstruction of atomic

I wouldn't say it's a bad game, but like many others have said, it really shoots up in difficulty around the ending missions.The
second to last mission, in particular, is not forgiving in the slightest, since it requires you reaching certain NPCs in time before
they're killed. The problem is that they'll die randomly even if you're rushing to them at the highest speed due to how creeper
(the main enemy) works in this game. It ultimately relies on RNG sadly, and sometimes you gotta bash your head against the
wall until it finally crumbles. which is a pity because otherwise the rest of the game and missions are doable and enjoyable. Still,
the game is there for any fans of this series.. interesting game. very complex building system. Short and Sweet. Ehhh.... It's a
nice enough looking game, but it lacks a good feel to it. Most units are fairly similar, varying only in terms of health, and
whether or not they can attack air/ground units. The economy needs to be modified, I think, so that there's at least some sort of
throttle that might lead to a sense that the early game differs significantly from the late game. There's probably room for
improvement along these lines, but I'm just not captivated enough to wait for it to change, or to come back if it does.. Awesome
game. Ok... So game is pretty buggy at the moment. Only a few hours old but vary from server issues to clipping to a good deal
room for movement improvement. Oh and the map has been "borrowed" from another game ( a fun VR shooter at least!).
BUT... I'm going to recommend this ons as if the devs give this some attention and work with the community it has promise to
be a fast paced, quick turnover shooter which is the kind of VR experience needed, Buy it, support it, constructively criticise it
and it should be worth it - and you'll have had more practice with it than those annoying kids that dominate you at COD!
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Most fun I had before I got back to ARCADE Shooters.
Its realy goo... well not realy its FUN rather than good.
Its interesting rather than inovating.
And its DEAD RATHER THAN REBOOTED COME ON WTF.
REBOOT
REBOOT
REBOOT
REBOOT
...
and the Crond kept on cheering.. BOMB is a fun little game that doesn't take itself too seriously. Don't expect a flight sim, just a
simple, but satisfying arcade game. The Campaign is cool, and it can be pretty funny at times.. Chet Faliszek was right: You had
no idea you wanted this, but you do. It's five dollars! If you ever spent 5 dollars on miniature golf, this is the better deal. It's a
new showcase game for your friends, too! It's fun to just grab a planet and spin it around (thanks to the very good haptics in this
game).

Is is perfect? Nope. Is it overflowing with content? Nope. But it's one of the coolest concepts the Vive has. Two thumbs up.. 
https://youtu.be/bjok5ab_MBg

It may look like a simple grapple hook spinning race game, and well, it is. However, it's simple setup is rather challenging and
compelling to drive players to push slightly farther and get 'One More Line'

(This was part of my Extra-Life 2017 Stream audio balance may be off). Fun..... that is all!. You have to admit that dinosaur
was hot tho.. I got BEEP in a puzzle-related game bundle so hard to assess the value vs fair price for me. However, I think I got
what I paid for.

I love a good platform puzzle game and while BEEP is such a game, I only like it.
To start, I had to play in windows-mode only (alt-enter to exit fullscreen) because the fullscreen mode would not cooperate. I
spent a good amount of time trying to make it work in fullscreen that I should've just played it in windows-mode the whole time.
The graphics are indeed nothing to boast, but cute to a degree. The micro-expressions the beep does when underfire, firing,
jumping/etc is amusing (if noted during gameplay). You are given a mini-background story as to why the BEEPs exist and then
you appear in a galactic map. It isn't clear where you supposed to go as I ended up flying the ship around the 'galaxy' wondering
what to do. It's also funny to me how the ship comes to an abrupt stop when you stop clicking a direction for it to fly to
(unrealistic, but in a game were Wall-E's cousin has a better job than him, it doesn't matter). While the design is fairly easy
(WASD/Arrow in combination with the mouse), the game can be both unforgiving and lenient. If you over-jump even a slightly
bit, you are most likely falling to your death. However, if you are jumping and your wheels are able to touch a surface (along the
side of the walls or where-ever), you are allowed another chance to jump again to make it (granted, you have to be pretty quick
with your reactions to do so). The goal to collect the anti-matter and little gems (25) to get another anti-matter makes it more
than just a puzzle platform. Especially so since you do need to collect them to progress the game. Some of the puzzles are very
simplistic at the beginning and I believe it'll be so throughout the game since there isn't much combination the game can do with
the gravity gun besides just moving the objects around freely/around a pivot piece.

Overall, it's a decent game and if you get it in a bundle or stand-alone, you will have some fun time with it. Not a game to finish
immediately, but I suggest on the side. 7.5/10.. I don't recommend this game. 92/100

-3 Needs more updates and maps.
-5 The community is very tiny and I sometimes have trouble finding people to play with.. The entire game is worth buying! I
wasn't dissapointed with any episodes. I had extreme fun with every single episode and with the limited attempt targets it's even
more awesome. This game is not for the story so if you're looking for a good story this one is good however short but the main
fun of the game is to replay missions and kill your targets\/ do other objectives in different ways. I also enjoy going on a npc
murder rampage every once in awhile anyone else? Just me... ok
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